This research is purposed to analysis of multiple characters of major character in the novel Tell Me Your Dream by Sidney Sheldon. Like any other Sheldon's previous novel, this novel tells an interesting mysterious story with a woman as the main character. Reading literature such as novels is interesting and challenging. It requires a different approach than reading a textbook.The writer can apply the knowledge about multiple character presented in the novel that can be used to convey informations.And the last but not least the writer can give contribution to teach prose.Based on background of the topic, writer states the exact problems of this study as follows: (1) The technique of data analysis through some ways such as reading the novel, books and international journal, classifying the data, and analyzing the content of the novel.Based on the analysis, the writer concludes that Tell Me Your Dreams a novel written by Sidney Sheldon in 1998 is one of the media of teaching prose for example analyzing a novel. The contributions of analyzing novel for Teaching Proses are an alternative fun way of studying prose, increasing student interest in the preservation of literature and increasing students' listening ability reading ability, writing ability, and speaking ability.
INTRODUCTION
A literary work exists because of society. In other words, the existence of literary work is influenced by the condition and phenomenon in society either in politic, social, religion, economy, and cultural. As Wellek and Warren (1977: 94) 
REVIEW OF RELATED THEORIES

Description Multiple Personality
In common language, multiple personalities are condition in which an individual's personality split that emerges another personality. Those personalities are usually an expression of the actual personality that emerges because they are not capable of bring things that they want into reality.
In simple terms it can be said that there is one person who has a personality more than one or two persons at a time.
Sometimes the patient does not know that he has multiple personalities, that there are two persons in one body is also not know each other and worse sometimes these two conflicting personal nature. 
Synopsis of
Analyzing Fictional Character
A fictional character is somebody in an imaginative literary work created by an author. Character analysis also requires the ability to understand the complex relationship between fiction and real life -a skill which requires a fairly mature reading experience. Fortunately, most people have been exposed to fictional narratives from an early age and will already be experienced readers by the time they are asked to make such analyses.
Elements of a Novel
Novel is one of literature forms (Ncc.edu Editor :2014) . It is a fictional piece of prose usually written in a narrative style. Novels tell stories, which are typically defined as a series of events described in a sequence. Meanwhile, Kenney (1983:180) defined novel is a book-length story in prose, whose author tries to create the sense that, whole we read, we can experience an actual life. The technique of data analysis through some ways:
Elements of Teaching Prose
Reading the novel
The writer reads the novel Tell Me Your Dreams novel to obtain data.
Understanding and comprehending the novel are needed in this step.
Reading books and international journal
The writer finds information from books, journal related to the thesis.
Classifying the data
The writer classifies the primary data and secondary data based on the novel.
Analyzing the content of the novel
The writer analyzes the content of the novel are multiple characters of major character and great value material or great character building in it. At the end of the novel, the author notes that it is no explanation and brief facts plus statistics on psychological disorder are told. That kind of psychological disorder of this kind is difficult to be used as a defense for the accused crime, because most courts guns believed that a person could suffer from the disorder that makes his actions guns could be accounted for.
Character and Characterization
The first is Ashley Patterson, an introverted workaholic, the second is her co- Ashley is accused as a murderer that she feels she never done. She is told that she has done five murders. She tries hard telling everyone that she is not the murderer but no one believes her because the police have the identical proof or the evidence points to the same woman being involved in all cases.
Then, she is identified as the murderer and arrested.
One of the murdered victims is Jim
Cleary who was in love with Ashley and she also loves him. Toni is the dominant alter than Alette.
She is tricky and she has a control to Alette, she always has a plan for them and she likes to tell Alette for what she will do. She will try anything for her willing.
Toni is a brave woman and she is really dangerous. She has killed five men by castrating them. 
Contribution to Prose Teaching
Prose is one of the subjects at the university PGRI Semarang, English language education study program that can be taken in the 7th semester. 
